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SIX THOUGHTFUL VALENTINE’S DAY GIFTS WITH ONE 

SPECIAL FEATURE: TIME WITH YOU! 
 

Pull Up A Chair With A Loved One To Spin A Cupcake-Themed Game, Hang A 

Paper Chain, Ponder A Floral Puzzle Or Open A Picture Book About Love 
 

New York, NY (January 14, 2022) -- You don’t have to wait until Valentine’s Day to show the special people in 

your life how much you love them. But February 14th puts the spotlight on who really matters. An offering of 

chocolates or flowers is nice but giving your time lets them know they’re valued. Lifestyle brand and toy 

manufacturer eeBoo has six sweet gifts to giftwrap for everyone on your list. Once opened, your present (and 

presence) turns into a mid-February playdate! 

 

If frosting and cupcakes are two favorite things of the children in your sphere, 

the delectable Cupcake Spinner Game ($23.99) is a sugar-free way to play a 

15 to 30-minute round. The kitchen stays clean as players spin to gather all the 

ingredients to create a yummy make-pretend Lemon, Carrot, Vanilla or 

Chocolate cupcake. The prestigious Oppenheim Toy Portfolio granted this 

boxed game its Platinum Best Toy Award. 

 

Playing a round of Candy Memory & Matching Little Game ($10.99) gets 

two thumbs up from the dentist. Licorice, ring pops and candy corn illustrated 

game pieces are just three of the candy-themed pairs preschoolers must match 

from memory.  

 

Is any time more precious than storytime with a toddler? Make a new memory 

this February with eeBoo’s First Books For Little Ones – Love ($8.99). Perfect 

for the smallest ones in the family, these chunky 16-page books introduce values 

which are fundamental to family and socialization. The whole family will delight 

with the task of weaving together the Valentine Paper Chain ($13.99).  

 

A LOVELY FLORAL ALTERNATIVE 

Woman Owned and Mother Run eeBoo knows that flowers still play an important role for Valentine’s Day. But 

this year consider giving a giant jigsaw puzzle full of pretty blooms. Choose from Piece & Love’s Purple Bird 

and Flowers ($23.99) or Woman in Flowers ($23.99). “Loved the bright design and colors,” wrote one 

shopper on eeBoo’s website. She added, “It was a quality puzzle that we really enjoyed doing.” 

 

The suggested six gifts are in stock and ready to ship at eeBoo.com. Each purchase is 

also a gift to Mother Nature! Every sustainably sourced game, book and puzzle is made 

with recycled board and printed on FSC®-certified paper using vegetable-based inks.  

 

eeBoo Cupcake Spinner Game • Ages 3+ • $23.99 

Oppenheim Platinum Best Toy Award 

Four different kinds of cupcake recipes will display what each player needs to make the 

perfect dessert. Each player takes a turn at the spinner. The first to collect all the 

ingredients wins the game. But watch out for the rotten egg. If the spinner lands there, 



you’ll lose a turn. Through all the smiles and concentration, kids will be developing patience, social skills, 

categorization, and recipe following skills.  

 

eeBoo Candy Memory & Matching Little Game • Ages 3+ • $10.99 

Who doesn’t like candy? This small, boxed card game is perfect to toss in a bag and 

take on-the-go. Little ones test their memory by trying to match pairs of dark 

chocolate nonpareils, colorful taffy and other classic candies.  

In between lively conversations, children develop recognition and memory skills.  

 

eeBoo First Books for Little Ones Love • Ages 0+ • $8.99 

Measuring just 5.5 inches, this sweet tale of love is woven with simple, whimsical 

illustrations. First Books for Little Ones introduce values from love 

and sharing to kindness and helping. Share your love with a child 

and start a conversation about these essential principles from the 

very beginning!  
 

eeBoo Valentine Paper Chain • $13.99 

Create an instant party atmosphere with this 24-foot-long chain for 

the family to link together. Divide up the 120 illustrated links depicting Valentine 

hearts, flowers and loving things that make this festive holiday so special for every age 

and stage of life. No glue or tape needed thanks to eeBoo’s simple slots design.  

 

Piece & Love Purple Bird and Flowers Puzzle • All Ages • 

$23.99 

On Valentine’s Day, brew a pot of tea and converse with a special someone as you piece 

together this 500-piece round puzzle. Note the dynamically arranged flowers in a 

geometric patterned vessel that allow this petite purple bird a soft place to land. The 

explosive centerpiece of this illustration is a deep-orange-and-gold pottery piece inspired 

by Clarice Cliff, one of the most influential ceramic artists of the 20th century. 

 

Piece & Love Woman in Flowers • All Ages • $23.99 

Oppenheim Gold Best Toy Award 

Tranquil grace is the theme of this blooming field made of 1000 puzzle pieces. A 

contemplative woman lounges in a meadow of colorful wildflowers, gazing out and 

appreciating the beauty of nature in bloom. Like all Piece & Love puzzles, this one 

boasts glossy, sturdy pieces, and minimal puzzle dust.  Included is a personalized Artist 

Music Playlist.  Hear for yourself what the artist was listening to or inspired by while 

working on this piece.  

 

About eeBoo and eeBoo Piece & Love  

Woman Owned • Mother Run • Sustainably Sourced, eeBoo is a boutique toy and lifestyle brand that 

specializes in useful, beautiful, and well-made educational games and gifts. eeBoo’s products for children are 

developed in consultation with educators, psychologists, writers, artists, and parents to nurture creativity with 

vibrant artwork that celebrates diversity and encourages empathy and learning about the world we share. In 

2017, eeBoo entered the adult jigsaw puzzle market with eeBoo Piece & Love, bringing its longstanding 

commitment to beautiful design, durability, and environmental sustainability to an array of carefully art-directed 

and exquisitely illustrated 500- and 1000- piece jigsaw puzzles. Both lines encourage mindful, screen free, 

wholesome activities to share with friends and family, designed to encourage imagination while inspiring 

conversation and learning. eeBoo’s mission is to create beautiful products to be enjoyed and shared across 

generations: Old School skills and values made fresh and made to last with sustainably sourced materials.  

 


